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Challenge 
With a new product launch, a growing backlog and insufficient internal 
resources, Docker needed to set up a team to provide global support 
and back up the company’s quickly scaling needs.

Solution
ServiceRocket provided a team of highly skilled engineers, as part of 
a Managed Services contract, that quickly integrated with Docker to 
provide 24/7 global technical support by covering the EMEA time zone.

Outcome
The ServiceRocket team began answering tickets within a week, 
reducing the backlog by almost 80%, from almost 7,000 to just 1,300, 
within 6 months.



At the end of 2021, Docker was starting back up after a majority of the 
company had been acquired. The Technical Support Manager, Jerry 
Baker, was tasked with setting up and scaling a global 24/7 support team. 
With Docker Desktop, an upcoming product launch, growing backlog 
and insufficient internal resources, the options were to hire and train an 
entirely new team or to identify an outside resource with experience and 
capabilities to cover the additional time zones.

Fortunately, the choice was easy as ServiceRocket’s team of engineers 
was already trained on the Docker products (Hub and Registry) and ready 
to go. Five years prior, a team of Rocketeers had been integrated into 
the Docker support team to provide support, interviewing, training and 
onboarding. At the time, the company leveraged ServiceRocket’s support 
with teams in the Kuala Lumpur and Santiago offices.

Based on the prior highly positive experience that concluded in 2019, 
Docker’s Technical Support Manager’s first choice for building a new team 
was to hire ServiceRocket once again.

Challenge

Solution Docker utilizes ServiceRocket Managed Services to:

• Quickly build a 24/7 global support team from the ground up
• Have a highly skilled and trained team of engineers
• Begin tackling the growing backlog of support tickets
• Scale rapidly as they prepare to release new products and features

“It’s really impressive how well you are organized in your 
workflows and processes. Plus the onboarding and the 
internal training you do on your side. You promise you’re 
going to have an engineer that has these skill sets and 
you’ve delivered every time.”

Jerry Baker 
Manager, Technical Support

ServiceRocket Atlassian Customer Story: Docker



About Docker

Docker simplifies the lives of developers who are making world-
changing apps. Docker helps developers bring their ideas to reality 
by conquering the complexity of app development. They simplify 
and accelerate workflows with an integrated development pipeline 
and application components. Actively used by millions of developers 
around the world, Docker Desktop and Docker Hub provide unmatched 
simplicity, agility and choice.

Outcome Docker saw a significant decrease of ticket backlog by almost 80%, from 
around 7,000 to just 1,300, within six months while also undergoing 
internal system transitions. ServiceRocket Managed Services also helped 
improve processes and tools for Docker.

“The ServiceRocket team was already trained, so when 
they came back, they were answering tickets within a 
week again. Very easy decision.” 

“Even if we wouldn’t have been able to get the same 
engineers, I still would’ve worked with ServiceRocket 
because of the history and the quality of engineers that 
come out.”

Jerry Baker 
Manager, Technical Support

Jerry Baker 
Manager, Technical Support

ServiceRocket Atlassian Customer Story: Docker
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